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Abstract
Chromatin regulation is understood to be one of the fundamental modes of gene regulation in eukaryotic cells. We
argue that the basic proteins that determine the chromatin architecture constitute an evolutionary ancient layer of
transcriptional regulation common to all three domains of life. We explore phylogenetically, sources of innovation
in chromatin regulation, focusing on protein domains related to chromatin structure and function, demonstrating a
step-wise increase of complexity in chromatin regulation. Building upon the highly conserved use of variants of
chromosomal architectural proteins to distinguish chromosomal states, Eukarya secondarily acquired mechanisms for
“writing” chemical modifications onto chromatin that constitute persistent signals. The acquisition of reader domains
enabled decoding of these complex, signal combinations and a decoupling of the signal from immediate biochemical
effects. We show how the coupling of reading and writing, which is most prevalent in crown-group Eukarya, could
have converted chromatin into a powerful computational device capable of storing and processing more information
than pure cis-regulatory networks.
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1. Summary of Findings and Evolutionary
Hypothesis
Gene regulation in extant organisms is a complex
adaptive system making use of a diversity of mechanisms to ensure that proteins and complementary
macromolecular components are produced and maintained at functional levels in variable environments.
In this contribution we focus on one key regulatory
subsystem of the cell: chromatin regulation. We argue that chromatin functioned as general regulator of
transcription in the primordial nucleus, and that a series of key molecular innovations has significantly expanded the regulatory scope of the cell. In this section
we summarize the key empirical results of the paper.
Sections 2 through 6 provide the empirical support for
these claims. In section 7, we formulate an evolutionary
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hypothesis that seeks to explain our findings in terms
of the evolution of proto-genetic regulation. We then
interpret this evolutionary sequence in terms of increasing computational power by locating key stages of the
evolutionary sequence within a formal model of computation. Since sections 2-6 are primarily concerned with
presenting evidence, those interested in the conceptual
development of the argument can focus on sections 7
and 8.
Two variants of Chromosomal Architectural Proteins
(ChAPs) are sufficient to define binary genomic, and
potentially phenotypic, states. We show how extensions to this binary system lead to potential distinctions
among an increasing number of genomic states, culminating in forms of control localized to specific sites in
the genome, as illustrated for example by extant mammalian histone variants capable of differential expression and/or localization to restricted chromosomal regions [66].
The recruitment of pre-existing modification enDecember 22, 2009

zymes able to modulate structural, or binding properties
of ChAPs, represents a first significant regulatory innovation in chromatin. Modifications of ChAPs has been
widely reported across the Archaea and Eukarya, with
many of the modification enzymes homologous in both
sequence and function. Modification enzymes are also
present in bacteria but it is not known to what extent
bacteria can instruct chemical changes to ChAPs.
The second innovation in chromatin regulation is the
appearance of a diverse set of protein structures that
bind with high specificity chemical modifications of histones. These modification “readers” are wide spread,
among eukaryotes. The emergence of “readers” qualitatively changes chromatin regulation. Chemical modifications function as chromosomal marks or signals.
Modification enzymes thereby shift from a purely structural role to an informational one, taking on the role of
“writers” and “erasers” of signals association with gene
expression.
Writing and reading allow for signal propagation
(along the genome) and epigenetic transmission (across
generations). Chromatin level modification also supports structural memory, a partial independence from
the underlying genomic layer of information, and a capability to interpret sets of signals as inputs to generate complex outputs of chromatin modification. The
extant epigenetic system observed in higher eukaryotes
allows for fast and flexible/reversible integration of environmental signals into the regulatory program of the
genome. These mechanisms provide crucial support for
cell differentiation in multicellular organisms.
The addition of these key functions can be seen to be
associated with increasing computational power, shifting from a simple markovian mechanism of regulation in the ancestral state, to a context sensitive system
in several derived lineages, with capabilities perhaps
exceeding those of sequence-mediated, cis-regulatory
control.

known as chromatin, and occurs in different compositions in all three domains of life [172, 104]. The ChAPs
with the widest phylogenetic distribution are HU and
histones in the Eubacterial and Eukaryotic clades, Archaea favor two types of ChAPs from a set comprising HU, Alba, and histone [104] summarized in Tab. 1.
In addition to these common proteins, many nucleoidassociated proteins with more restricted phylogenetic
distributions are known from microbes [146].
Histone proteins contain the histone fold, a 64 amino
acid long helix-loop-helix-loop-helix motif stabilized
through dimerization with a second histone fold. Functional characteristics distinguish DNA packaging via histones from other architectural proteins. In histone containing species, DNA is wrapped around a histone complex, forming the nucleosome leading to a significant
reduction of the contour length of DNA. First identified in Euryarchaeota, representatives of archaeal histones have subsequently been found in species from
all major archaeal lineages [36, 158]. Most archaeal
genomes encode one to six distinct histone proteins
[146, 8]. Many Crenarchaea, however, completely lack
histones. The only ChAP that is highly conserved in
this phylogenetic group is Cren7 [65]. Archaeal nucleosomes consist of an histone tetramer with about 60bp
of DNA wrapped around the histones approximately
once. Eukaryotic nucleosomes consist of a histone octamer in which two H3-H4 heterodimers form a histone core homologous to the archaeal histone tetramer
[147]. In comparison to archaea, about twice as much
DNA is wrapped around the octamer in two turns rather
than one. Whereas archaeal histones introduce positive
or negative supercoiling depending on salt concentration, temperature, and tetramer formation [106], eukaryotic nucleosomes always induce negative supercoiling
(Tab. 1). Restricted to Eukaryotes are higher-order chromatin structures formed due to interactions between histone tails that protrude from the core and H1 (histone
1) – a non-histone fold linker protein. Linker histones
in the protein configuration of Metazoans, appear first in
late protists [84]. Dinoflagellates have secondarily lost
their histones and do not form nucleosomes [115]. Their
major ChAP, HCC, is most closely related to bacterial
HU proteins [188].
Eubacteria do not as a rule have proteins with histonefolds [137]. An exception are the homologs of the nonhistone-fold protein histone H1 in Chlamydiae [64, 119]
likely acquired by lateral transfer from a eukaryotic
host. HU and its homologs are phylogenetically the
most widespread ChAPs in Eubacteria. On average,
three HU variants per genome are found, Tab. 1, which
encode monomers that form homo- and heterodimers

2. A Survey of Extant Chromatin Regulation
2.1. The Architecture of Chromatin
DNA is never naked in a cell but associated with
small, abundant, basic proteins, the ChAPs, that facilitate DNA organization and prevent DNA aggregation
and tangling. This ensures efficient replication, segregation and gene expression. ChAPs are phylogenetically
diverse1. The tight association of DNA and ChAPs is
1 Groups of unspecific DNA binding proteins, such as singlestranded DNA binding proteins or RecA are usually not counted as
ChAPs.
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Table 1: Comparison of the main features of Chromosomal Architectural Proteins (ChAP) and their interaction with DNA in the three domains of
life.

histones
histone tails
other ChAPs
ChAP variants
ChAP dimers
ChAP complexes

Eubacteria
–
–
HU
HU-α, HU-β

Archaea
+
–
HU, Alba
H-α, H-β

homo- (and hetero-)
dimers

(homo- and) heterotetramers

Eukarya
+
+
–
H3, H4
H2A, H2B
heterooctamers
histone tail

Hu
−B

Hu

−A

H−A

modification
H2B

H−B

H2A

DNA
H−B

H3

H4
H2A

H−A
H1

H3

H2B

DNA

Structure
supercoiling
DNA contact
wrapping

DNA

negative
9bp/complex
–

positive or negative
60bp/complex
∼ 1 turn

[132]. HU binds the DNA backbone in a sequenceunspecific manner, sharply bending DNA introducing
negative supercoils. In E. coli, HU dimers bind on average every 290bp but form dense arrays with a dimer
every 9bp [27]. Surprisingly, HU is not essential for viability [44], as it can be replaced by alternative ChAPs
[7]. To-date, HU homologs have been characterized
in a few Archaea [126], and in a variety of eukaryotes
including Giardia lamblia [174], Dinoflagellates [188]
and Apicomplexa [5].
Alba (“acetylation lowers binding affinity”) is a candidate non-histone ChAP [17, 181]. It was first found in
Archaea, where it is one of the most abundant proteins
in thermophilic and hyperthermophilic species. Eukaryotic homologs in human, green plants, and protists have
since been reported. Depending on its concentration
and conformation, the Alba either bridges two DNA duplexes or cooperatively binds to a single DNA duplex
[124]. Alba also binds to ssDNA and RNA in vivo [65],
leading some to question it’s role as a chromatin architectural protein.
In Eubacteria, binding by alternative ChAPs leads to
different supercoiling patterns of DNA and to different
spatial organizations of the nucleoid [169]. The binding
affinities of ChAPs differ by at least an order of magnitude, exhibit varying levels of sequence specificity and
can be sensitive to DNA curvature [7].
A fundamental difference between the chromatin organization of Eubacteria and the Eukarya/Archaea clade
is that the latter two domains form multimeric nucle-

negative
146bp/complex
∼ 2 turns

osomes that have DNA wrapped around themselves,
whereas eubacterial DNA is organized into loops with
dense regions in complex with ChAPs. The complexes
of DNA and ChaPs are referred to as nucleoid in both
Archaea and Eubacteria despite structural differences.
2.2. ChAP Variants
ChAPs are frequently present in paralogous copies.
The number of ChAP variants is limited in prokaryotes
(on average 1 to 3), whereas eukaryotic genomes can
encode a large numbers of differentially expressed paralogs [105].
Different cellular forms of microbes typically correlate with different nucleoid structures and differential abundance of the various nucleoid proteins [172].
As with HU, the abundance of certain histone proteins
changes with cell states in Archaea and Eukarya. Paralogs can influence the degree of compaction introduced
into DNA [146]. H2A.Z, for example, is less stable
than H2A and inhibits spreading of silent chromatin.
Several paralogs/variants exist for all histone types in
Eukarya. Phylogenetic analysis suggests that H3 and
H2A are more variable than H4 and H2B, respectively
[105, 170].
Functional diversification has been demonstrated for
all variants except H4. Depositioning of these proteins
is dependent on the cell cycle (replication-dependent
and replication-independent histone variants, H3 and
H3.3 respectively) and cell type (sperm- and testis specific variants of H1 and H3). Alternative variants local3

ize to genomic regions [2, 25, 83, 105, 184], e.g. CENPA, a H3 variant, and MacroH2A are deposited at centromers and the inactive X chromosome, respectively.
Hv1 and Hv2 are H2A and H3 variants exclusively used
in the macronucleus of Tetrahymena thermophila. Trypanosomes use specific combinations of numerous histone variants to ensure demarcation of polycistronic
transcription units [156]. In addition, ChAPs can deviate from non-specific DNA binding, and binding preferences of each variant can diverge. Nucleosomes, for
example, have a slight sequence preference [9, 101], favoring DNA that bends more easily. Furthermore, they
tend to influence the positioning of neighboring nucleosomes [136]. Paralogous ChAPs are known to modulate the sequence preference for nucleosome positioning
[8, 106].
A similar diversification of ChAPs is observed in Archaea and Eubacteria. Some Archaea have two histone variants, H-α and H-β. H-β has been shown to
induce greater compaction [62]. Heterodimers occur
predominantly in the stationary growth phase, whereas
the (H-α)2 homodimers are prevalent during exponential growth phase [145]. Alba often appears in two paralogs, with heterodimers promoting DNA compaction
as with histone variants [80].
In E. coli and related enteric bacteria, the two HU
variants α and β form homo- and heterodimers. αβ and
α2 dominates the exponential growth phase. A shift to
higher β concentrations leads to formation of mainly αβ
and stationary phase [34].

DNA occupied by nucleosomes, and structured into
chromatin blocks, slows down initiation and elongation
of transcription compared to naked DNA [6, 79]. This
effect is strongest in eukaryotic octamers. However,
for Eukaryotic (H3-H4)2 tetramers as well as archaeal
nucleosomes, DNA wrapped around histone tetramers
is comparatively easy to access [147]. For initiation
of transcription, activators usually bind the unoccupied
“linker” DNA between nucleosomes [136]. Binding
sites covered by a nucleosome are largely inaccessible
to binding factors unless nucleosomes are destabilized,
moved or evicted. Chromatin is understood as a negative regulator of transcription. A major distinction is
made between open and closed, active and silent chromatin. Open chromatin correlates with active gene expression [143]. Nevertheless, chromatin opening and
gene activation are distinct processes [148]. Closed
chromatin, on the other hand, does not necessarily impair binding of transcription factors [143]. In fact, transcription factors are able to open chromatin [99, 33].
Reduced transcriptional activity is often associated with
compacted “closed” nucleoid structures in Eubacteria
[58].
Hence chromatin does not exclusively determine the
onset or efficiency of transcription in most species.
Only trypanosomatids rely largely on chromatin, and in
particular, on variations in nucleosome compositions,
[162, 156] to regulate gene epxression. In nearly all
organisms, the local chromatin composition sets the
stage for further, more specific mechanisms of regulation, such as sequence-specific transcription factors
[97]. ChAPs therefore (nearly universally) act as general regulators of transcription.

3. The Regulation of Transcription by Chromatin
Chromatin structure has an immediate effect on local transcriptional activity. In Eubacteria, distinct nucleoid structures are associated with different cellular
forms, such as vegetative cells or spores. At the onset
of the stationary phase, bacterial chromatin undergoes a
massive reorganization into ordered toroidal structures
through a process dictated by the intrinsic properties
of DNA and the ubiquitous, starvation-induced DNAbinding protein Dps [58]. Eubacteria appear to have
evolved a hierarchy of nucleoid-associated factors with
each spanning a different range of sequence specificity:
less specific variants act as functional backups for the
more specific variants [131, 7]. Non-linear DNA structures promote signal integration paralleling the transduction cascades employed by higher organisms to control cell growth and differentiation [131]. Eubacterial
ChAPs such as H-NS, FiS, IHF, and SLpA, therefore,
act as general regulators of transcription [39, 130, 103].

4. Chemical (De-)Modifications of ChAPs in the
Three Domains of Life
Chromatin destabilization and subsequent transcriptional activation can be achieved either by the exchange
of ChAP variants, or by chemical modifications of
ChAPs. As we have described above, the first mechanism is present in all three domains of life. By contrast, chemical modifications of ChAPs do not appear
uniformly. We have performed a comprehensive evaluation of the phylogenetic distribution of key modification
enzymes making use of the SCOP and SuperFamily
databases [4, 186], and complemented these findings
with an extensive literature survey of the topic (see Section 10). The results are summarized in Fig. 1 (see also
Supplementary Tables) and commented upon in the following subsections. Overall, chemical modifications of
4

ChAPs are prevalent in Archaea and Eukarya. In Eubacteria, only a few reports assert that phosphorylation
[35] and hydroxybutyrylation [125] are present in this
domain.
Chemical modifications of ChAPs can function in
two fundamentally different ways: (1) by means of direct influence on the thermodynamic stability of chromatin, and (2) by means of active disassembly, eviction, or mobilization performed by enzyme complexes
[73, 95].
In Archaea, the first, thermodynamic mode is predominant. For example, Alba – which stands for “acetylation lowers binding affinity” – is acetylated and deacetylated to decrease and increase the binding affinity
of Alba to DNA. A regulatory role for direct chemical
effects can also be observed in Eukarya. Acetylation
of histone H3 and H4 in Eukarya leads to chromatin
opening/activation [141]. As demonstrated for yeast,
the level of gene expression is dependent on the total
number of acetyl groups on H4K5, H4K8 and H4K12,
whereas the sites themselves are interchangeable [43].
This observation of degeneracy has been seen as a challenge to the idea of a complex, chromatin code [72].
Several unrelated protein families are responsible for
each type of ChAP modification. In the following sections, we examine phosphorylation, acetylation, methylation, and ubiquitination in some detail. In the presence
of modification “readers”, i.e. in the eukaryotes, we refer to modifiers functionally as “writers” and “erasers”
describing the addition and removal of chemical modifications.

Phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine is
reversed by phosphatases utilizing different protein domains and molecular mechanisms. In a phylogenetic
respect, phosphatases co-occur with kinases. Nevertheless, genomes contain fewer phosphatases than kinases (in Eukarya by a factor of 10, Fig. 1) [85, 86].
This suggests that a highly specific phosphorylation machinery might be counteracted by a fairly general dephosphorylation machinery.
4.2. (De-)Acetylation
Protein lysine residues can be modified by acetylation or methylation. In general, acetylation of histones is known to correlate with transcriptional activity. However, certain sites, such as H4K16 in yeast,
contradict this remark and seem to be strongly context
dependent [43]. Eukaryotic HATs (histone acetyltransferases) belong to the (super)family of NATs (AcetylCoA N-acetyltransferases) among which are relatives
of GCN5 and Elp3, MYST, p300/CBP, TAFII 250 and
nuclear hormone-related HATs [127]. NAT members
not only perform protein/histone acetylation. Bacterial
members of this superfamily can acetylate antibiotics
[177]. Pats (protein acetyltransferases) from Eubacteria, serve as regulators of metabolic enzymes [160] and
might have been co-opted into the role of specific regulators of Alba within Archaea [107]. According to our
analysis, NAT-domain containing acetyltransferases are
phylogenetically as widespread as kinases. Prokaryotes
have comparable numbers of kinases and NATs. In contrast, eukaryotes have on average 10 times more kinases
than acetyltransferases. Taken together, this suggests
that acetyltransferases originated close the root of the
three domains of life.
Two structurally different domains are commonly
employed for protein de-acetylation in all domains of
life. Sir2 family enzymes, sirtuins (silent information regulators), are found in all three domains of life
[59, 159, 185, 28] but are missing from genomes of
many prokaryotes. In Eukarya and Archaea, these enzymes are NAD+ dependent and suggest an ancient
link between chromatin structure and the metabolic
state of the cell. Evidence for this comes from the
conserved functional role of Sir2 even though it deacetylates different substrates in eukarya and archaea,
namely, histones and Alba, respectively [17]. Rpd3-like
de-acetylases have no similarity to Sir2 proteins. They
are found in all eukaryotic genomes and have distant homologs in archaea and bacteria [63, 165, 185, 142, 127].
Another structurally different class is HD2-type histone
deacetylases which appear to be present only in plants
[127].

4.1. (De-)Phosphorylation
Protein phosphorylation involves chemical modifications to serine/threonine/tyrosine and histidine
residues. The corresponding enzymes performing
these reactions can be partitioned in histidine and serine/threonine/tyrosine protein kinases. The latter constitute a part of one protein superfamily and are the most
common and abundant modification enzymes throughout all domains of life contributing to histone phosphorylation. Histidine phosphorylation on histones has also
been reported for H4 in mammalian tissues [20, 163].
Phosphate groups can induce conformational changes
and are used to activate enzymes and serve as signals.
Phosphorylation cascades provide rapid response kinetics (e.g. heat shock response) and reversible action. Determining which from Ser/Thr/Tyr kinases phosphorylate ChAPs is difficult to estimate since reported histone
kinases (e.g. Aurora, Polo, Nek, or Haspin [38]) can
not be distinguished from other protein kinases based
on family-level domain descriptions.
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic distribution of functional domains involved in regulation of expression by chromatin. The upper panel of each individual
graph shows the fraction of species per clade containing at least one protein with the functional domain specified to the right. The lower panel
depicts the average over the absolute number of proteins for these species. While all domains of life utilize ChAPs to construct chromosomes, and
modification writers (in particular phosphorylation, and acetylation) are present ubiquitously, we observe that modification readers are restricted to
Eukarya.
Left panel from top to bottom: Enzymes for phosphorylation: Serine/Threonine/Tyrosine-kinases and Histidine-kinases. Enzymes for dephosphorylation: Tyrosine-phosphatases I and II, Serine/Threonine-phosphatases 1 to 5 and 2C. Reading of phosphorylation marks by 14-3-3
and tandem BRCT domains. Enzymes for methylation: protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) and lysine methyltransferases SET and Dot1.
De-methylation enzymes homologous to LSD1 or JmjC and de-imination enzymes homologous to PAD4. Reading of methylation marks by PHD
fingers, chromo, Tudor, and MTB domains. Right panel from top to bottom: Enzyme for acetylation: N-acetyltransferase (NAT). De-acetylation
enzymes homolog to Sir3. Reading of acetylation marks (bromo domain) and unmodified side chains (SANT domain). Enzymes E1, E2 and
E3 required for ubiquitination. Enzymes for de-ubiquitination: JAMM metalloprotease, Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolases Otubain and
Ubiquitin-like protein-specific proteases. Chromosomal architectural proteins (ChAPs): histones, linker histones, and homologs of Alba and
HU. Phylogenetic clades: B – Eubacteria; Archaea: AN – Nanoarchaeota; AK – Korarchaeota; AC – Crenarchaeota; AE – Euryarchaeota; Eukarya:
EB – basal eukaryots (e.g. Diplomonadida and Parabasilia); EK – Kinetoplastida (including Heterolobosea); EA – Alveolata (i.e. Ciliophora and
Apicomplexa); EO – Chromista (i.e. Cryptophyta, Haptophyta, and Heterokonta) [191]; EV – Viridiplantae (incl. Chlorophyta); ED – Amoebozoa
(e.g. Dictiostelium); EF – Fungi; EM – Metazoa. Note that the groups AN (Nanoarchaeota) and AK (Korarchaeota) each are represented only by
one species.

We find that only a small fraction of prokaryotic
species have at least one deacetylase, and that the numbers of these enzymes are very small in each species.
In contrast, deacetylases are ubiquitous in Eukarya. It
is interesting to note that there are at least twice as
many acetyl-transferases than deacetylases per eukaryotic genome.

4.3. (De-)Methylation
Methylation can be manifold: Lysine residues can be
mono-, di- or tri-methylated and arginine residues are
subject to mono-methylation and symmetric or asymmetric dimethylation. All of these have been observed
to play a role in chromatin modification [31]. Usually, the substrate for the enzymatic reaction is either S-adenosyl-L-methionin (AdoMet) or S-adenosyl6

L-homocysteine (AdoHcy) [149]. However, the structural class of SAM-MTases does not include all AdoMet
utilizing methyltransferases. Methylation of lysine can
be carried out by SET (abbreviation for “Su(var), enhancer of zest, trithorax”) [42] or Dot1 domain containing proteins. Less than one third of prokaryotic organisms have such proteins. There are no SET domain containing proteins in Archaea [185], consistent with our
analysis. The only exception is a SET domain protein
in Candidatus Methanoregula boonei which is homologous to bacterial Histone-lysine N-methyltransferases,
probably acquired horizontally. We observe 3-15 times
more Set than Dot1 domain proteins in Eukarya. Only
Stramenopiles have at least one Dot1 domain in each
genome. Several lysine residues of the archaeal ChAP
Sul7d are subject to mono-methylation by an hitherto
unknown enzyme [185, 107]. Furthermore, a SAMMTase in the archeon Pyrococcus horikoshii and its
orthologs has been suggested to methylate rRNA and
tRNA [161].
Methylation of Arginine is carried out by PRMTs
(protein arginine-methyltransferase) [31, 16]. More
than 95% of prokaryotes have at least one PRMT and
all Eukaryots examined have at least two. The average
number of paralogs per species is always lower than that
of acetyl-transferases. Histone modifying PRMTs do
not cluster within the family of PRMTs [16].
Eubacteria can have DNA, RNA as well as protein
methyltransferases in their genomes. DNA and RNA
methytransferases are involved in defense against foreign DNA or antibiotics [100]. Furthermore, protein
methylation is found to play a role in sensory adaptation, where methylation is responsible for signal transduction and implementation of a short term memory
[167].
Histone methylation has been thought irreversible until an amine oxidase reaction, carried out by LSD1
(lysine-specific demethylase), was proposed to cause
de-methylation of mono- and di-methylated lysine
residues [155, 173]. At about the same time a hydroxylase with a JmjC domain was discovered able to
de-methylate also tri-methylated substrates in a radical reaction [175, 173]. The cell pays a high price
for de-methylation as both reactions produce formaldehyde, a substance toxic to living cells because of oxidative stress. Deimination of methyl-arginine, carried
out by PAD4 (peptidylarginine deiminase 4), also removes methylation marks but does not recover the arginine residue [180]. Although methylation is not irreversible, one expects massive reversal of methylation to
be rare.
Figure 3 shows that there is a global correlation be-

tween the number of modification and demodification
enzymes in a given organism. With the exception of
ubiquitination, “erasers” are substantially less frequent
then “writers”. Somewhat surprisingly, this difference
is only moderate for methylation/demethylation.
4.4. (De-)Ubiquitination
Protein ubiquitination denotes the attachment of one
or more ubiquitin molecules to a amino acid side chain,
commonly a lysine. Ubiquitin is itself a small protein (76 AA in human) specific to eukaryotic cells.
Similar polypeptides like SUMO (“small ubiquitin-like
modifier”) and RUB1 (“related-to-ubiquitin 1”) can be
attached to proteins in similar enzymatic reactions,
termed sumoylation and rubylation [74]. The ubiquitination process requires a cascade of enzymatic reactions
carried out by an activation enzyme (E1), a conjugation
enzyme (E2), and sometimes a protein ligase (E3) [74].
The functional consequences of the latter modifications
are just beginning to be determined. In general, polyubiquitination is a maker for protein degradation, while
mono-ubiquitination plays a role in signaling and has be
found in all major histone families and several histone
variants [179, 183]. Recent studies suggest that histone
ubiquitination is a universal response to DNA damage
and induces DNA damage repair [194].
Deubiquitination enzymes and other proteases, which
detach ubiquitin-like proteins, belong to either metalloproteases or cystein proteases. At least seven protease linages with different evolutionary origin contain proteases with a cystein in the catalytic site [11].
Two contain the following protease domains relevant
for de-ubiquitination: UCH and UCH-L3 (ubiquitin Cterminal hydrolases), OTU, and ULP (Ubiquitin-like
protease). Other domains, e.g. Josephin, could not be
found in the Superfamily database (see Section 10 for
details).
Ubiquitination, de-ubiquitination and ubiquitin-like
proteins have long thought to be completely absent in
prokaryotes [45]. The discovery of small prokaryotic
proteins with a β-grasp fold, as in ubiquitin, and Cterminal activation by E1-like enzymes have changed
this picture and suggest derivation of the ubiquitin conjugation system from the more ancient sulphur transfer pathway [75]. In addition, all canonical domains of
life and viruses have members of both types of protease,
cystein and metallo- proteases. This strengthens the evidence that ubiquitin-like proteins, and the corresponding conjugation system and proteases [123], trace back
to the root of the phylogenetic tree.
The picture for the phylogenetic distribution of (de)ubiquitination enzymes is very similar to other marks.
7

Both, relatives of some modifiers and demodifiers can
be found in nearly all domains of life. The minimal
set of necessary modifiers (E1 and E2) is present but
still rare in archaea. The ratio between modifiers and
demodifiers is different from other marks on the side of
the modifier. The number of de-modifiers is sometimes
higher then that of the modifiers, Fig. 3.

marks in a critical topological configuration, increasing
specificity and affinity.
Methylation marks can be found on lysine and arginine residues. Lysine can be found in mono-, di- and
trimethylated states in vivo. Several domains (e.g. chromodomains [48], chromo barrels [189], tudor, and MBT
[1]) of the Royal superfamily can read lysine methylation marks and distinguish between the number of
methyl groups. PHD-fingers also specifically recognize
either methylated or unmethylated lysine residues. The
key residues are often located at protein termini that can
be inserted into the binding pocket. Methylation marks
can also be placed on arginine. Mono- as well as symmetric and asymmetric di-methylation can be found.
Information on the corresponding readers is very limited, and no specific recognition proteins are known.
WD40 repeats have evolved to detect many different
signals, among them, histone methylation marks on lysine and arginine and histone phosphorylation marks.
The PhD domains found in the archaeal genomes hit a
hypothetical protein of Methanococcus maripaludis and
the RecJ-like exonuclease of a few Pyrococcus species
suggesting that these matches are almost certainly falsepositives.
14-3-3 proteins [117] are the most common readers of
phosphoserine residues. Found in all eukaryotes, they
are absent from all prokaryotes examined [51]. A tandem BRCT domain [157] can also recognize phosphorylation marks at the interface of domains. In budding
yeast, readers of the latter type are, e.g. involved in cellcycle arrest in response to DNA damages marked by
H2AX phosphorylation [69]. Only single BRCT domains can be found in eubacteria and archaea.
As for the modifying enzymes, we evaluated the phylogenetic distribution of reader domains in detail, Fig. 1.
The most striking observation is that modification readers are almost exclusively found in eukaryotes. The few
exceptions, mostly in bacteria, are found in a handful of
species, who likely acquired them via horizontal gene
transfer from an eukaryotic host. Among the major Eukaryotic clades, there is little variation in the distribution
of reader domains, and there appears to be no or at most
very little (sub)kingdom-specific innovation of relevant
protein domains within the Eukarya. The number of genomic copies of particular domains, on the other hand,
can vary by more than an order of magnitude between
different clades, indicating clade specific patterns of diversification. The repertoire of phosphorylation readers (14-3-3 and 2BRCT domains) is almost two orders
of magnitude smaller than the typical number of kinase
domains, since kinases have functions beyond the regulation of chromatin. For methylation and acetylation,

Summarizing this subsection, we detect a few general patterns. Most importantly, there is strong evidence
that the evolutionary origin of chemical modifications
leading to functional diversification of ChAPs predates
the origin of eukaryotes [17]. These are common to
(Eukarya+Archaea) but exclude Eubacteria [185]. Furthermore, the repertoire of modification writers is much
more elaborate than that of modification erasers. In particular, not all Archaea appear to make use of erasers.
Even in Eukarya, the use of writers and erasers is far
from being balanced, Fig 3. This could be explained by
the fact that modified ChAPs can also be removed by
local replacement with unmodified proteins and subsequent degradation of the modified ones.
5. The Evolution of Molecular Literacy:
Modification Readers
A major innovation that sets Eukarya apart from
the other two domains is the invention of an elaborate signaling system based on chemical modification
of ChAPs. In contrast to prokaryotes, chemical modification can be both placed and removed by specific
enzymes and be recognized specifically. Reading is
chemically and logically distinct from erasing modification: chemically, eraser enzymes recognize modifications with their active center; logically, a modification
can be recognized only once by an eraser. In contrast,
readers recognize the chemical modification and its context with an enzymatically inert domain; since the modification remains unchanged and can be read arbitrarily
often.
5.1. The Diversity of Reader Domains
It is an intriguing observation that each type of histone modification is recognized by several distinct,
apparently unrelated, protein domains [40, 166]. We
briefly summarize the major reader domains:
Bromodomains [118] read acetylation marks on lysine residues and are found in chromatin-associated proteins such as modifiers and remodellers. In addition,
non-histone acetylation marks can be targeted. Proteins
containing a double bromodomain bind two acetylation
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic distribution of protein domain co-occurring with reader domains. Reader domains are more often coupled with each other
and with modification enzymes in crown-group Eukarya. Metazoa, in particular, have an extensive repertoire of such combinations that is highly
conserved within the kingdom.
The grayscale values indicates the fraction of species in a clade that has at least one protein containing the domain combination specified by the
left and top index of the matrices. ’R.me’ – methylation reader; ’+ me’ – methylation enzyme; ’- me’ – de-methylation enzyme. Indices are
analogous for ac – acetylation; ph – phosphorylation; ub – ubiquitination; R.-- – reader of an unmodified side chain. EB+EK – basal eukaryots
and kinetoplastids; EA+EO – Chromalveolata [108]; EV – Viridiplantae; EF – Fungi; EM – Metazoa;

the copy numbers of modifiers and readers are comparable.

marks depending on existing methylation and acetylation marks. Since marks may be set at nucleosomes
adjacent to those that the enzymes read, the combination of reader and writer domains provides a means
for the autonomous propagation of histone modification
in response to histone-modification-dependent targetselection [53]. Combinations of readers and erasers are
comparably rare. Only animals seem to use combinations of modification readers and demethylation domains in a systematic way.

Many eukaryotic chromatin-associated enzymes
combine two or more distinct domains, Fig. 2. The combination of reader domains is likely to increase specificity and allows for recognition of more diverse modification patterns. Our data show that the use of reader domain combinations increases towards the crown-group
Eukarya. While combinations of domains recognizing
the same modification are present in most species, combinations of methylation and acetylation readers, for instance, are most frequent in Chromalveolata and Metazoa.

Over all, we observe an increase in the diversity of
combinations of reader writer and eraser domains in
“higher” eukaryotes. It is also evident that combinations are more uniformly adopted in animals, and to a
lesser extent in plants.

Previous studies have reported an enrichment of
reader domains in chromatin modifying enzymes [40].
The analysis of the co-occurrence of reader and writer
domains shows that acetylation is often coupled to reading of methylation marks. Animals in particular, appear
to have an elaborate system of directing all four major types of modification, dependent on methylation and
acetylation marks. Fungi, on the other hand, largely restrict themselves to writing methylation and acetylation

We emphasize that the analysis of domain cooccurrences does not exhaust the full complexity of the
chromatin modification machinery. We anticipate protein complexes comprising several proteins with reader
and writer domains permitting additional combinations.
The domain co-occurrences nevertheless provide information on general evolutionary trends, and on function9

dependent remodeling complexes, which typically contain reader domains, are implicated in this process [82].
Similar to promoter elements or transcriptional enhancers, chromatin-opening elements [148], such as the
HSFE involved in the regulation of β-globin expression
[121], have been found that are involved in chromatin
opening. Furthermore, interaction of sequence-specific
DNA-binding transcription factors with chromatin modification enzymes has been proposed [33]. The middle panel of Fig. 4 shows that reader, writer, and eraser
domains for specific modifications are frequently associated with DNA binding domains, demonstrating that
there are extensive protein families that bring together
DNA sequence information and chromatin modifications. In particular, histone demethylation appears to be
firmly linked to DNA binding in all eukaryotes, implying that this process is at least in part directed by information residing in the DNA sequence. Only fungi and
animals have a systematic repertoire of demethylases
that are tied to modification readers. There is a general trends towards a tighter association between protein domains operating on chemical modifications and
DNA binding domains in animals and to a lesser extent in the plants. Besides DNA sequence-dependent
mechanisms and DNA-methylation dependent mechanisms [164, 56], process-dependent modifications have
been described that store the recent local transcriptional
history to chromatin states [73].
Several studies have demonstrated that siRNAs can
promote DNA methylation as well as specific chromatin
modifications in a number of lineages [30, 88, 98, 176].
Small RNAs are involved in targeting by direct interaction with the DNA or with nascent RNAs. While heterochromatin formation in S. pombe is guided by RNARNA recognition [29], plants appear to rely on direct
RNA-DNA binding [129]. In ciliates, small scnRNAs
are produced from the entire micronucleus, compared
to the macronuclear DNA and degraded if the sequences
match. After sexual reproduction, the retained scnRNAs
target the DNA of the newly formed macronucleus to
identify the “internal eliminated sequences” IES, trigger
histone methylation, and eventually the excision of the
corresponding DNA regions [93]. Plants have evolved
an elaborate transcriptional machinery dedicated to eliciting sequence-specific, chromatin-based gene silencing
[112].
Long, mRNA-like ncRNAs (mlncRNAs) play a crucial role in imprinting and other chromatin-level regulation that contribute to cell fate [128, 94]. Recently
mlncRNAs have been identified as crucial components
in the polycomb/trithorax regulation system. The interaction of PcG and TrxG proteins with their target
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Figure 3: Correlation between the number of modification (writer) and
demodification (eraser) enzymes. The effect is largest for acetylation
with a ratio of more than 12 and phosporylation with a ratio of more
than 6. For methylatiom the ratio is much smaller but still significant.
In contrast, the bulk of species has slightly more ubiquitination erasers
than writers. See text for more details.

alities that have preserved tight coupling over long evolutionary time scales.
5.2. Guiding Chromatin-Modification to DNA Loci
The function of chromatin in the regulation of transcription requires a connection between chromatin, the
placement of variant nucleosomes, chemical modification, and the underlying sequence of genomic DNA.
How this connection is established in practice, however, is by no means well understood at present. This
is in part due to the diversity of documented mechanisms, which involve cis-acting DNA elements, nascent
transcripts, and trans-acting RNAs. A particular location may be recognized in principle by any combination
of DNA sequence information, chromatin state, and local genome activities (e.g. transcription). Corrsponding binding domain in chromatin modification complexes may give a hint on how the spatial positioning is achieved, Fig. 2. Nucleosome positioning further complicates the picture since it is influenced, but
apparently not determined by DNA sequence features
[81, 182, 153].
Little is known about the detailed mechanisms that
lead to the position-specific deposition of variant histones or other ChAPs. Histone chaperones and ATP10
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Figure 4: Evolutionary trends in domain combination of chromatin (de-)modifiers and three potential target selectors. L.h.s.: Combinations of
reader domains are prevalent in all major Eukaryotic clades, while the coupling of reader and modifier domains increases towards the animals.
In particular acetylation and methylation is coupled with reader domains. Middle: DNA binding domains are frequently coupled with modifier
domains. In particular, demethylation appears to be governed by DNA information. Interestingly, a large class of proteins, which again increases
towards animals, combines DNA binding with the reading of specific modifications. R.h.s.: The combination of RNA binding domains with
chromatin modification shows a clear increase towards the animal clade.
Abbreviations as in Fig. 2.

sites, the PRE/TREs (polycomb/trithorax responsive elements) can be achieved by several distinct mechanisms
[71] that are also employed by other modification enzymes. The modifier complex may bind directly to
a nascent complex, also proposed e.g. for the histone
acetylase ASH-1 in flies [144]. Non-coding RNA may
associate with their protein partners independent of the
chromatin and guide them back to a target in cis or in
trans recognized by RNA-DNA binding. This mode
of action likely guides trans-actions such as the silencing of the HOXD cluster by HOTAIR [139]. Finally,
nascent anti-sense transcripts might form anchors for
ncRNAs-modifier complexes as suggested by the frequent bi-directional transcription from PRE/TREs. Recent data shows, that almost a quarter of the human mlncRNAs are physically associated with the repressive
chromatin-modifying complex PRC2 [87], suggesting
that mlncRNA play a crucial role in guiding chromatin
modification .

imals. From these data it appears that chromatin modification in animals come to rely more heavily on specific RNA-binding than the other major groups of eukaryotes. This is consistent with the vast amount of mlncRNAs produced by animal genomes, which have not
been reported, at least to this extent, for other clades.
Plants, fungi and basal eukaryotes make extensive use
of small RNAs in directing chromatin modifications. In
this mode of action, the chromatin modifiers presumably interact with the RNP complexes of the RNAi machinery rather than directly with the small RNAs.
Fig. 4 appears to indicate an ancestral role for DNA
binding domains and a prevalence of modifier-DNA interactions over modifier-RNA interactions. This could
be the result of a strong annotation bias as nucleic acid
binding domains are “by default” interpreted as DNA
binders, and much less is known about RNA binding
proteins in general. Zinc finger domains, here counted
as DNA binding due to their function in transcription
factors, for instance, are well known to also bind RNA
[26, 68] and DNA/RNA duplexes [154]. The detailed
distribution and relative importance of DNA- versus
RNA-directed modifiers remains a question for future
research. Irrespective of this outcome, the data show
that there is a strong anchor that guides the chromatin

In the r.h.s. panel of Fig. 4 we summarize cooccurrences of RNA binding domains with reader and
modifier domains. There appears to be a strong increase in these combinations as we evolve towards the
animal kingdom. In particular, the strong link between
methylation readers and RNA binding is unique to an11

modification machinery to sequence-specific loci. In
particular (de)methylation is predominantly guided by
nucleic acid sequence information.

system, completely detached from DNA sequence information. Studies in fission yeast and other multicellular organisms suggest that effector complexes target
nascent chromatin-bound non-coding RNAs and recruit
chromatin-modifying complexes [3]. This has been
suggested to contribute to the inheritance of chromatin
states during the process of chromosome duplication
[114].
Chromatin structure also plays a key role in DNA
damage repair [49]. Nucleotide excision repair, a repair pathway conserved in animals and fungi, starts
with histone modifications, in particular H2A monoubiquitinylation [194] that marks the damaged region.
A complex remodelling cascade then enables repair by
excision of the affected DNA segment and the reconstitution of the chromatin structure [193]. H3K9 modifications furthermore play a role in targeting class switch
recombination in the Ig heavy chain gene [92].
The diversity and complexity of the mechanisms of
epigenetic inheritance, as well as the apparently late
evolutionary origin of several key components [77,
150], suggests that an elaborate heritable cellular memory was a late addition to the chromatin-based regulation machinery.

6. Epigenetic Inheritance of Chromatin Regulation
An intriguing feature of chromatin is that it can transmit patterns of gene expression across cell divisions.
This cellular memory is of crucial importance in the
development of multicellular organisms and underlies
cell differentiation. There is no single mechanism responsible for copying epigenetic information from one
cell generation to the next. Instead, various combinations of modification and targeting mechanisms are
combined to achieve a more or less faithful propagation
of information. Rather few cellular transmission mechanisms are well understood, beyond the replication of
DNA methylation by Dmnt1 [178]. Much less is known
about mechanisms through which histone modifications
are copied.
Histone modification does not prevent the transfer of
parental histones to newly replicated DNA and thus are
free to serve as a means of epigenetic inheritance. However, after replication, half of the nucleosomes must be
assembled de novo, requiring mechanisms that “copy”
chemical modifications forward, in order to establish
faithful inheritance of the epigenetic marks [19]. The
deposition of histone H3.3, for example, has been implicated in the inheritance of the active chromatin state
[122]. Complex interactions of Polycomb and trithorax
group proteins with several methylation and acetylation
enzymes are necessary to maintain both inactive and active states and their boundaries [150, 151]. Although
critical details remain to be determined, it has become
clear that some of the histone marks are regenerated after replication from partially transmitted information using the reader/modifier machinery [134].
For most chemical modifications it remains unknown
whether they are epigenetically inherited. It is conceivable that the transcriptional status of chromatin, rather
than the specific pattern of chemical modification, is
transmitted to the next generation. We do know that
chromatin-based information can be actively erased or
reset upon replication [116, 138].
It remains to be determined to what extent epigenetic inheritance is tied to underlying DNA sequences.
It has been established that histone modifications are
not solely determined by the underlying sequence (in
which case the “epigenetic” information would be a
one-to-one mapping from the sequence information under the action of the modification enzymes). On the
other hand, the epigenetic system is not a “free-floating”

7. A Hypothesis for the Evolution of Chromatin
Regulation
In this section we make use of our comparative, phylogenetic data, in combination with well known biochemical properties of DNA, RNA, and protein to propose an evolutionary series of events leading to complex forms of genetic regulation through chromatinmediated mechanisms. The scenario includes a number
of testable hypotheses.
7.1. Origins of DNA Genomes
The early history of life presents us with many unsolved problems. Most researchers agree on the existence of an “RNA-Protein World” stage preceeding
the divergence of Eubacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya, in
which genetic information was stored in RNA [24, 61,
140, 168, 187]. Two competing theories postulate either a last common ancestor (LUCA) of the three domains with a DNA genome [13, 109], or a LUCA with
an RNA genome [41, 55, 61, 89, 133]. In the latter scenario, the transition to a DNA genomes occurred twice
(once in Eubacteria and once in Archaea+Eukarya) [54]
or even thrice [55], possibly mediated by viral entities.
The literature agrees, however, that complex cellular
machineries were present in the ancestral RNA genomes
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before they were replaced by modern DNA-based information storage, and that this substitution was driven by
the advantages of a chemically and thermodynamically
more stable genomic material [24].
A late and multiple transfer of a large amount of genetic information from RNA to DNA implies that the
regulation of protein expression must have been predominantly translational in the ancestral RNA state. The
logical alternative is specific differential regulation of
the replication of specific RNA fragments2 [168]. It is
unlikely that such a mechanism will have been shifted
over to a new DNA chromosome with the same RNA
and protein factors in place. This is because RNAbinding proteins do not necessarily bind DNA, and even
if they do, there is no chemical reason for them to recognize the same nucleotide sequences.
We propose that the transition from an RNA to a
DNA genome was most likely from an ancestral state
in which the protein-production was regulated predominantly at the level of translation. A generic transcription machinery, perhaps of viral origin, without complex fine-grained regulation would be capable of reproducing an RNA complement similar to that of the former RNA/protein world ancestor, so that the ancestral
post-transcriptional mechanism could continue to function.
Gene-specific transcriptional regulation, we argue,
must have been a later innovation. Hence this generates
the hypothesis that specific transcription factors should
have arisen towards the distal branches of the tree of
life. This hypothesis is supported by the observation
that specific regulation by transcription factors is evolutionary plastic, with global transcription factors poorly
conserved across phylogeny [102]

replication phase. The ability to “decide” whether
to replicate or not could provide substantial advantage in nutrient poor and highly variable environments.
4. The stable DNA genome may have enabled the formation of durable “spores” capable of surviving
harsh temporary conditions.
Initially, only the global transcriptional activity would
be regulated, presumable by means of the concentration of ChAPs. Differential protein expression, on the
other hand, was still organized at the RNA-protein level
– translational – just as in the ancestral RNA/protein organism. This leads us to hypothesize that ChAPs along
with many other DNA binding proteins, such as transcription factors, originated from ancestral RNA binding domains. Support for this hypothesis comes from
the fact that similar folds can bind both classes of nucleic acids [26, 65, 190]. The diversity of ChAPs in
the different domains is consistent with independent
origins of DNA genomes in Eubacteria and the Archaea/Eukarya lineage.
Paralogous ChAPs with somewhat different sequence
preferences have arisen by gene duplication, providing a
potential means of distinguishing chromosomal regions
in which transcriptional activity could be regulated differentially through modulation of the concentration and
relative abundance of paralogous ChAPs. Recall that
such mechanism are still used in e.g. distinguishing exponential and stationary growth phases in Eubacteria
and Archaea. Most plausibly, at this stage, the regulatory effect would be exerted directly by the physicochemical properties of the ChAPs.
The earliest forms of transcriptional regulation were
thus generalized and repressive, and entirely dependent upon a small collection of ChAPs. This defined a handful of chromatin states on a single genome
that mapped onto multiple clearly distinct, phenotypic
states. Sequence-specific transcription factors would
have evolved to allow activating exceptions to the general repressed states refining/backing up the specific
regulation of expression implemented on the level of
translation. Eventually, this leads to the current solution, in which the expression of a typical protein is subject to both transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation [10, 78].
Chemical modification of ChAPs offers a more economical alternative to the use of paralogs, and could
have co-opted enzymes that originally modified other
proteins in a host-defense or signaling context. Chemical modifications provide a faster means of responding
to external signals than the expression of ChAP par-

7.2. ChAPs as Early Transcriptional Regulators
ChAPs probably arose together with the DNA
genome, presumably for one or more of the following
reason:
1. In a scenario where DNA was imported from
viruses, it may have been necessary to distinguish
cellular from foreign DNA.
2. A relatively large DNA genome may have required
some architectural stabilization to prevent agglutination.
3. ChAPs may have evolved as a simple mechanism
for separating a transcriptionally active state from a
2 Models for “transcription” in the RNA world typically envision
this as a replication-like process mediated by an ancestor or relative
of the ribosome.
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alogs, and reduces the metabolic burden imposed by
ChAP synthesis. The combination of a small set of
non-specific DNA-binding ChAPs, and several types of
modifications set by specifically targeted modification
enzymes, allows for a fine-grained definition of chromatin states.
The imbalance in the prevalence of modification
“writers” over modification “erasers” hints at a later
addition of general demodification activities. There
are at least three interpretations for this observation:
(1) Harmful substances are produced during the demodification reaction (e.g. demethylation) causing selection against the massive use of such a reaction pathway. (2) a very general de-modification mechanism is
already in place since replication and ChAP turnover
thins out modified ChAPs through re-synthesis of unmodified ChAPs. The controlled degradation of modified ChAPs could therefore quickly return the chromatin to the unmodified state, rendering specific demodification an unnecessary step. Once multiple modifications are written on the same nucleosome, the degradation pathway becomes impractical. (3) A cascade
of specific, effectively irreversible modifications may
have been evolutionarily advantageous as a means of
implementing asymmetric differentiation of cell states,
thereby setting the stage for organismal development.
Unfortunately, we cannot entirely rule out that the
under-representation of erasers is caused by a bias in
the protein domain data.

unlikely events. Fusion proteins and recombinations of
protein domains are abundant throughout protein evolution. It is perhaps more surprising that Archaea and Eubacteria do not seem to have evolved a ChAP-associated
memory system. We speculate that this is not for lack
of opportunity but rather for the lack of immediate advantage or access.
The combination of reader domains with writer and
eraser domains enables a network of histone modification in response to histone-modification-dependent
target-selection [53] and promotes an autonomous dynamical system resulting in epigenetic information cascades superimposed onto and uninfluenced by the underlying DNA [18, 52, 67, 152]. The potential detachment of the chromatin modification network from underlying DNA is prone to conflict with the adaptive requirements of transcriptional regulation. We hypothesize that this semi-independence could be a source of
pathology, such as in cancer. It is no surprise, therefore,
that transcription and histone modification are tightly
linked. A variety of distinct mechanisms, from DNA
binding enhancers [91] to the employment of small and
large ncRNAs have evolved to anchor the modification
activities of the chromatin to the underlying DNA sequence.
7.4. Epigenetics
Epigenetic inheritance is the most recent control layer
in the chromatin regulation system. In fact, it does not
consist of a single coherent mechanism but a collection of rather elaborate (and somewhat mysterious at
this point) “tricks” to propagate selective information
stored in the chromatin memory to daughter cells. To
the extent that epigenetic inheritance is understood at
all, it re-utilizes diverse components of the chromatinregulation machinery to regenerate part of the cell stateinformation following stochastic assortment of the histone complexes to daughter cells. Very little is known
to what extent the detailed mechanism are lineagespecific. Organismal development depends on this process to propagate epigenetic states across cell divisions
and to implement a program of differentiation steps that
are effectively irreversible.

7.3. ChAPs as a Memory Device
The invention of reader domains in the ancestral Eukarya turned chromatin into a cellular memory device.
Chemical marks written onto the ChAPs in the cellular
past can now be interpreted and modified in a contextsensitive fashion by proteins that combine reader domains and effector domains. It allows the cell to keep
a record of former states — in particular, of the past
transcriptional activity in any given genomic region. A
major advantage of such a setup is that the transcriptional programs no longer needs to be activated or terminated using direct feedback e.g. through measurements
of metabolites or environmental factors.
Interestingly, we found that the reader/effector system is quite variable among the various Eukaryotic lineages. Many of the protein families that implement specific combinations of reader and effector domains are
exclusive to specific clades, with much of the combinatorial complexity of readers and effectors explored
throughout the course of evolution.
Neither the advent of a reader domain nor the innovation of reader/effector combinations are particularly

8. Chromatin Computation
8.1. Gene Regulation as Computation
Gene regulation can be thought of as a form of computation. So far, this point has been made most explicit
in the case of cis-regulatory networks [23, 76, 96]. Cisregulatory modules (CRMs) are abstracted as Boolean
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Functions that combine the input — a pattern of currently present transcription factors — by means of conjunction, disjunction and complementation (AND, OR,
and NOT gates). Complex circuits are formed since
both “down-stream effectors” as well as transcription
factors themselves are regulated by such CRMs. This
cis-regulatory model of genomic computation represents one of the essential computational modalities of
the cell, and has been shown to play a crucial role in
development.
Here we suggest that the functional interpretation of
our phylogenetic findings and evolutionary hypothesis
is that chromatin regulation adds a computational layer
that, in Eukarya, is qualitatively different and potentially
more powerful than the CRM networks. As we shall
see, the difference is the explicit and extensive memory implemented in the ChAP modifications. In order to
proceed, we need to introduce the idea of “computation”
generally and more formally, which we can view essentially as statement about constraints on input-output
functions. Stated this way, we shall see that CRMs are
but one class of important mechanisms for information
processing. We start from a set of basic or atomic states
S and a transition operation → operating on these states,
which is simply a relation →⊆ S × S on the set of states
that tells us which transitions are allowed. Formally, a
computation is then simply a sequence (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) of
states si ∈ S that are related by si → si+1 . The set of
all computations w.r.t. → will be denoted by M. For
computations to be effective they need to both come to
an end (or halt H) and produce a result that is available or readable by some other components of a system, R. Hence we need to introduce a stop predicate
H : M → {0, 1} and consider only the computations MH
that halt. For these we further require an “output mapping” ρ that takes the results of a complete computation
and makes them available for evaluations: ρ : MH → R.
A computing system Γ is then simply defined in terms
of the quadruple: Γ = (S , →, R, ρ).
This formal specification is still too abstract for our
purposes. Let us therefore think of each state s ∈ S
as a particular realization of a biological structure that
is composed of elementary objects that can be manipulated individually during the state transitions. The abstract transitions → then become concrete rewriting operations on collections of these elementary objects/data
structures. In the simplest case, s is string over some alphabet A. In this particular implementation, computer
science defines a so-called Chomsky hierarchy [32] that
establishes a correspondence between the form of the
rewrite operations, computational power, and the structure of the transition rules that implement a computa-

tion.
8.2. Memory Capacity
CRMs are naturally interpreted in terms of finite state
machines. Each state s corresponds to a particular concentration profile of a few hundred to a few thousand
regulators, mostly transcription factors, signalling proteins, and microRNAs. Each of these regulators encodes
in its concentrations, a small number of states that are
distinguishable at the transition level, and hence contributes a few bits to the overall storage capacity of the
system. A crude upper bound can be obtained from the
number of regulators, nreg , and their number of copies N
in the cell: Even assuming that half the human genes are
regulators, nreg = 104 , with 1000 copies each, there are
no more than 105 bit of information in a CRM network.
In chromatin computation, each state s ∈ S is the
particular arrangement of all the specifically modified
ChAPs on the DNA. Since little is known about the
feedback between rearrangements of ChAP/nucleosome
positioning (chromatin remodeling) and chemical modifications, we simplify this picture by neglecting the details of nucleosome positioning. In this approximation,
a state s ∈ S is then a particular pattern of ChAP modifications and variants in the linear array of nucleosomes.
This arrangement is similar to the linear memory organization of a digital computer. A nucleosome then corresponds to a particular page of memory. The organization of each page deviates in details from a simple string
because different residues can sustain different numbers
of modifications of different types.
In the absence of readers, chemically stored information is not persistent in that it cannot be utilized without
changing it. Demethylation, therefore, is fundamentally
different from reading a particular methylation pattern.
With the advent of reader domains, however, the same
piece of information can be accessed repeatedly and in
different contexts. As a consequence, eukaryotic chromatin can store information on a much longer time-scale
than CRMs.
Eukaryotic nucleosomes have a sizable memory capacity owing to the different combinations of methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquitination
that can be present or absent at multiple residues in each
of several ChAPs forming a single nucleosome. Based
on published histone modification maps, yeast can store
up to about 70 bits of information in a single nucleosome, in human the capacity can be estimated as ∼ 200
bits (see Methods section for details). Note that this
value is comparable to a memory capacity of not more
than 400 bits provided by the approximately 200nt of
DNA in the the sphere of influence of a nucleosome.
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8.3. Biochemical support of chromatin computation
Transcriptional regulation, in this computational
paradigm, is the result of associating a computational
process to specific biochemical effectors. Here we discuss the detailed biochemical micro-structure of our
apparatus in terms of symbolic operations. A selecA

B

Figure 5: Computational Model of Chromatin. Memory is organized in a linear sequence of pages (nucleosome) and all state
changes are restricted in a Cellular-Automaton-like fashion to local neighborhoods. State transitions are determined by rewrite rules
(Reader/Modifier complexes) that recognize (part of) the information
stored on a particular memory page (nucleosome) and change (some
of) the content of the same or an adjacent memory page. The set
of available rules also depends on the state of particular local memory pages (indicated by the ’transcription start site symbols’), corresponding the transcriptional activity of particular Reader/Modifier
complexes.

C

Since the number of accessible states is still finite, we
could formally map chromatin computation to a finite
state machine, albeit with a state space that is 4-6 orders
of magnitude larger than that of CRMs. A more natural interpretation is that chromatin computation implements a context-sensitive mechanism with a more modest state space.
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We can extend this computational interpretation by
recognizing that the transitions in eukaryotic chromatin
computation are typically local and massively parallel
at the same time. Each reader/writer recognizes a subpattern of just a few bits on each memory page and
writes/modifies a few on the same or an adjacent nucleosome. The chromatin modification machinery is thus
reminiscent of a vector or even parallel computer, Fig. 5.
Each of the memory pages (nucleosomes) is subject to
the transitions caused by a particular combination of
reader and modifier enzymes active at any given time. If
the chemical activity is uniform across the genome, the
system behaves much like a vector processor. In conjunction with region specific targeting systems, different modifications processed can be active concurrently
in different regions of the genome/memory, so that
chromatin computation becomes a kind of imperfectlysynchronous, parallel computing.
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Figure 6: Conceptual innovation in chromatin regulation. (A) Direct effects on transcription are carried out by specific or unspecific
selector-effector pairs, such as transcription factors or variants of chromosmal architectural proteins (ChAPs). (B) Only Archaea and Eukarya are known to chemically modifiy their ChAPs. Initially, it is
this modification itself that effects the binding affinity of the protein
and therefore regulation. (C) Modification readers are unique to Eukarya. Now a signal can be set by a selector-modifier. This persistent
signal is then interpreted by a reader-effector combination. The modification thus becomes a signal in an information theoretic sense and
provides a means for separating the decision making process from the
execution of the decision. (D) The coupling of reader and modifier
allows signal propagation along the DNA and provides the physical
basis for signal inheritance and complex computations.
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Chromosomal architectural proteins (ChAPs) and chromatin are present throughout extant organisms and have
a demonstrable impact on gene expression. Multiple alternative ChAPs and paralogous variants of ChAPs influence chromatin structure. The mode and extent of
chromatin regulation is quite different in Eubacteria, Archaea, and Eukaryotes. In contrast to Eubacteria, both
Archaea and Eukarya regularly utilize chemical modification of ChAPs, which in Archaea is largely restricted
to setting modifications with immediate biophysical impact. In contrast, Eukarya possess an elaborate system
for managing chemical modifications comprising proteins that can write, read, and erase in a highly specific
way post-translational modification such as phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation and ubiquitination. A
phylogenetic analysis of domain-occurrences indicates
increasingly complex interactions between reading and
modifying (writer and eraser) domains in the crowngroup Eukaryotes.
We view the regulation of gene expression through
chromatin regulation as a parallel information processing system that is evolutionarily prior to the transcription factor based templating machinery stressed in cisregulatory modules. It is only with the appearance of
the Eukarya, that chromatin regulation transitions from
a write-delete system to write-delete-read system. This
suggests to us that with the Eukarya we move from a
crude low-dimensional ancestral finite-state computing
device, to a highly tuned parallel computing architecture
with a significantly expanded memory capacity.
The regulatory complexity that can be achieved (in
the form of CRMs) through DNA-binding proteins is
somewhat limited by their binding properties [110]. As
a consequence, small non-coding RNAs have recently
been proposed to serve a better function in specific and
selective DNA recognition with the additional benefit
of genome compactness of ncRNAs and evolvability of
the interaction networks [110, 111, 135]. We know that
many of these RNAs appear to be involved as selectors
for action on chromatin. We suggest that chromatin regulation could provide significant increases in both the
resolution of cellular information processing and contribute to fault tolerance by providing a redundant layer
above CRM mediated regulation.
With the appearance of the Eukarya we see the emergence of complex forms of multicellular life, and it is
tempting to speculate that this was correlated with the
expansion of computational power. We know that differentiated multicellular organisms rely on epigenetic
processes to retain cell states, and that these epigenetic
marks are often carried by chromatin. Here we suggest
that epigenetics in the form of chromatin modifying sys-

tor guides an effector to a particular genomic position
and induces or prevents transcription at a given locus.
In CRMs, this selector is the DNA binding domain of
a transcription factor binding to specific DNA locus,
Fig. 6A. Here, the presence of the transcription factor
is required to exert the desired effect. This appears to be
the dominant mode of regulation in Eubacteria. Using
a programming analogy, it corresponds to an if then
statement. Logically related is the use of a selectormodifier combination. In the case of the deposition of
variant nucleosomes and the writing or histone modifications in Archaea, the modification itself physically influences transcription; the effect persists as long as the
modification is present, Fig. 6B. The important distinction from CRMs is that in the latter case modifications
have only transient memory for the action of a modifier. From a programming point of view, modifications
may be seen as while statements. The combination
of effectors with modification readers expands the use
of modifications as memory to include interpretation of
the stored information in different ways, Fig. 6C. Chromatin in higher eukaryotes appears to be utilized in this
way because most modification marks do not have unambiguous interpretations, but their function depends
on the cellular context. Reader-modifier combinations,
finally, allow the implementation of complex programs
without the need to produce an immediate effect on transcription at all, Fig. 6D.
CRMs and chromatin differ in a second important
property. Most of the states of CRMs are subject to selective constraints because the expression of regulatory
gene products, almost by definition, has an impact on
the production of downstream target genes. Transitions
between regulatory states therefore can be expected to
have direct physiological consequences. Changes in the
regulatory program are typically immediately visible to
the forces of natural selection, implying rather stringent
constraints on the computational programs that “can be
run” on a CRM.
In contrast, chromatin modifications have rather indirect, aggregate effects on transcriptional activity, such
that a large fraction of its memory capacity can be utilized without direct physiological effect of the chemical
modifications themselves. Hence it is feasible to implement rather elaborate computations in chromatin which
are selectively (nearly) neutral (except for the resource
consumption of the modification chemistry itself).
9. Concluding Remarks
We have surveyed the phylogenetic distribution of
mechanisms of chromatin modification and regulation.
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tems adds a layer of context-sensitivity and thereby regulatory flexibility during the developmental process.
Because chromatin regulation presents an additional,
complementary, regulatory level to that provided by cisregulation, the regulatory layers might diverge when
they behave in ways that are fitness neutral. Hence
extensive write-read-write operations at the chromatin
layer that have a minimal impact at the level of cisregulation (and hence translation) will not be inhibited
by anything other than the potential cost of frequent
chemical modification. Hence there is the possibility for
extensive “free-wheeling” at the chromatin level, generating significant variation that could come to play an important adaptive role (both negative and positive) with
a change in cellular context. The most obvious example is cancer as a chromatin disease [50]. Since DNA
repair mechanisms appear to be programmed by chromatin, perhaps the increasing chromosomal aberrations
in many cancers are not just incidental DNA damage,
but the downstream effect of free-running chromatin dynamics loosely coupled to immediate selective consequences.
In the germline, the nearly complete erasure of chromatin marks could be a “precaution” against the accumulations of computational errors at the chromatin
level: the propagation of epigenetic information is limited by Eigen’s error-threshold [46, 47]. This theory
implies that extremely high accuracies on the order of
a single copying error per replication are required for
the long-term information maintenance. With the possible exception of DNA methylation, mechanisms of epigenetic inheritance appear to be much noisier, which
could explain why they are restricted to somatic cells.
With largely unmarked chromatin as a starting point,
early embryonic development could hardly be governed
by chromatin. Instead, CRMs have been tremendously
successful in regulating these processes. The transcriptional activity in these early stages also leads to an accumulation of chromatin marks, which soon take control
of the cell fate.
These findings, taken together, provide evidence for
the evolution of complex, combinatorial forms of information regulation, starting from simple structural precursors. Moreover, multiple regulatory mechanisms act
in parallel, and in all likelihood, redundantly. These
facts attest to the inability of complex regulatory systems to suppress all sources of uncertainty.

the projects EDEN (043251) and SYNLET (043312).
In order to keep intact our chances for future federal
funding we refrained from using the title “How to get
histoned” for this contribution.

10. Methods
10.1. Phylogenetic Distribution of Protein Domains
Domain annotation for 751 species (1099 strains
and/or different genomes) were extracted from the
genome assignment data of the Superfamily database
[186] (version 14-Jun-2009) in flat file format.
Domains relevant for chromatin regulation were derived from known proteins involved in chromatin regulation taken from the literature, and their domain annotation as given by scop [4] and Superfamily.
Phylogeny. Species (with one to several strains each)
were assigned to the following clades, B – Eubacteria; A – Archaea; E – Eukarya; AN – Nanoarchaeota;
AK – Korarchaeota; AC – Crenarchaeota; AE – Euryarchaeota; EB – basal eukaryots (e.g. Diplomonadida and Parabasilia); EK – Kinetoplastida (incl. Heterolobosea); EA – Alveolata (i.e. Ciliophora and Apicomplexa); EO – Chromista (i.e. Cryptophyta, Haptophyta, and Heterokonta) [191]; EV – Viridiplantae (incl.
Chlorophyta); ED – Amoebozoa (e.g. Dictiostelium);
EF – Fungi; EM – Metazoa, based on the deep phylogeny presented in [77] for critical splits and the “Tree
of Life” or NCBI taxonomy otherwise. Monophyletic
Chromalveolata (EA+EO) with Chromista and Alveolata as sister groups [108] were assumed here.
Domain distribution. For each domain, gene counts
were maximized over all strains for each species and averaged over all species, with at least one gene, for each
clade. This reflects the average abundance of a domain
X within a clade. Furthermore, we computed the fraction of species within a specific clade that has at least
one gene with domain X, indicating the prevalence of
domain X within a clade.
Computational Tools. The domain abundance and
prevalence values for single domains or domain combinations are computed with a sequence of awk and sort
commands together with simple perl scripts using the
Superfamily data described above and phylogenic information as input.
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10.2. Information on DNA versus Nucleosomes

H3S10ph [22], H3T11ph [22], H3K14ac [22, 60],
H3R17me [22], H3R17cit [37], H3K18me1 [60],
H3K18ac [22, 60], H3K18bio [90], H3K23me1 [60],
H3K23ac [22, 60], H3R26me [22], H3R26cit [37],
H3K27me [22, 60], H3K27ac [22, 60], H3S28ph [22],
H3P30iso [120], H3K36me [22, 60], H3K36ac [22, 60],
H3P38iso [120], H3K56me [60], H3K56ac [22, 113,
60], H3K79me [22, 113, 60], H3K79ac [60], H3K115ac
[192], H3T118ph [57], H3K122me [57], H3K122ac
[192].

The amount of information that can be stored by a nucleosome was calculate based on the number of different sites and types of modifications under the assumption that all sites on the eight histones can be modified
independently. A comprehensive list of possible modifications for mammalian histones was collected from the
literature:
Modifications of histone H3: H3R2me [22, 15, 171],
H3R2cit [37], H3T3ph [22], H3K4me [22, 60], H3K4ac
[60], H3K4bio [90], H3R8me [22], H3R8cit [37],
H3K9ac [22, 60], H3K9bio [90], H3K9me [22, 60],
group
ChAP

Mub

Dub

Mph
Dph

Rph
Mac
Dac
Rac
R–
Mme

Dme

Rme

domain
HU
Alba
histone
linker histone
E1
E2
E3
UCH
UCH-L3
ULP
OTU
JAMM
H-kinase
STY-kinase
PPI
PPII
PP1-5
PP2C-like
14-3-3
BRCT
NAT
Rpd3
Sir2
bromo
SANT
SET
PRMT
Dot1
JmjC
LSD1
PAD4
chromo
MBT
PHD
Tudor

Modifications of histone H4: H4S1ph [22], H4R3me
[22], H4R3cit [37], H4K5ac [22], H4K8ac [22],
H4K8bio [90], H4K12ac [22], H4K12me1 [192],
H4K12bio [90], H4K16ac [22], H4K20me [22, 60],
H4K20ac [192], H4K31me [14, 60], H4K31ac [60],
H4S47ph [57], H4R55me [14], H4K59me [57],
H4H75ph [21], H4K77me [14], H4K77ac [192],
H4K79ac [192], H4K91ac [113], H4R92me [57].

superfamily IDs
47730
82704
47114, 47129
46827
46935, 69572
54496
56205
82568
54050
54054
110773
102712
55884
88854
52788
52799
56310
81601
48446
52113
55730
52773
63984
47370
46739
82200
53351
89746
82194
140222
110107
54165
89299
57911
63749

Modifications of histone H2A: H2AS1ph [22],
H2AK5ac [22], H2AK9ac [22, 12], H2AK9bio [90],
H2AK13ac [22, 12], H2AK13bio [90], H2AK15ac
[12], H2AK36ac [12], H2AK99me [57], H2AK119ub
[22], H2AT120ph [22], H2AK125ac [12], H2AK127ac
[12], H2Ak129bio [90]
Modifications of H2B: H2BK5ac [22], H2BK11ac
[12], H2BK12ac [22], H2BS14ph [22], H2BK15ac
[22], H2BK16ac [12], H2BK20ac [22], H2BK23me
[192], H2BK23ac [12], H2BK24ac [12], H2BK43me
[192], H2BK47me [14], H2BK57me [14], H2BK85ac
[192], H2BR99me [192], H2BK108me [14],
H2BK108ac [192], H2BK116ac [12], H2BK120ub
[22], H2BK120ac [192]. Based on the sparsity of
functional information on non-enzymatic histone biotinylation [70], we excluded these marks from further
calculations.
The information content (in bits) is calculated by summing over the logarithm (to the base 2) of different
states per site for a histone octamer (i.e. 2×H3, 2×H4,
2×H2A, 2×H2B). Notice that the unmodified state is
a state and that lysine and arginine methylations each
contribute three states (mono-, di-, or tri-methylation
and mono-methylation, symmetric or asymmetric dimethylation, respectively.) The total information content is 205.84 bits (IH3 = 38.65, IH4 = 25.87, IH2A =
14.17, IH2B = 24.23).
The storage capacity of DNA can be estimated as
IDNA = 2L since each position contributes log2 4 = 2
bits for the four states A, C, G, or T. Assuming one
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nucleosome per 200 nts, the DNA has an information
content of 400 bits per nucleosome position. Epigentic
information thus may constitute up to 1/3 of the total
information stored on a chromosome.
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